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This thesis deals with the theory of almost periodic functions, 
from the major results of the classical theory of Harold :Bohr to the 
more generaJ.ized theory of almost periodic :functions defined on a 
topological group. 
In the classical theory of Bohr it is pointed out that two 
approaches may be taken. Namely, almost periodic functions as a logical 
extension of the theory of purely periodic :functions, or as the closure 
~ k iAnX 
of the set of all finite s,,ms of the form s(x) = I: ane where an 
n=l 
is a complex constant and ~ n a real nwnber. The major results of the 
,,' 
classical theory are develop~ in the first section, 1. e. Parseval • s 
equation, which is the fundamental theorem, and the Approximation 
theorem. The theory is then generalized in the second section of the 
thesis by considering functions defined on a topological group. r·n 
doing this we find that the :lla,jor problem in such an extension arises 
when we attempt to define the mean of such :functions. J. von Neemann 
solved this problem and it is his development of the theory- that is 
discussed. It is then shown how the major results of the classical 
theory are still valid in the extended theory. Moreover, when we 
consider the ad.di ti ve group of real numbers under the a i sc.rlt.e. topology-, 
we find the:r-e are almost periodic functions which are not necessarily 
continuous. 
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The last two seotions of the thesis deal w.l th two olosel7 relate~ 
····' 
,,. . 
topics - Bohr Compactific~tions and Topological Dynamics. ~e discussions 
of these topics indi~te other possible approaches to the study of 
almost periodic functions. 
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l.!ITROilJOTION 
The theory of almost periodic functions in its original form 
by Harold Bohr is a natural generalization of the t~eory of purely 
·periodic functions. If we consider two real periodic functions f(x) 
and g(x) with periods t1 and t 2 respectively, where t1 is a rational 
multiple of t 2, then we know that f(x) + g(:x:) is also a periodic 
function. ·1£. However, t1 is not a rational multiple of t 2, then 
the sum of these two periodic functions is not a periodic function. 
For example if f(x:) = sin x and g{x) == sin f2 x then s(x) = f(x) + g(x)= 
sin x + sin ~xis not periodic. Yet it can be shown that given 
any E > 0 there is a relatively dense set of real numbers E such that 
\ s(x +T) - s(x) \ <.£: for each Te. E and every x. Such a function 
i·s called an almost periodic function. Thus from this point of view a 
•r~• study of the class of all such almost periodic functions can be made 
which parallels the classical development of the theory of purely 
periodic functions. 
This same problem may be approached from a slightly different 
k i~ X point of view. If we consider all the finite s11ms s(x) = I a e n 
n=l n 
where an is complex, )\ n is real and -ao,x<..ao, we g-et the uniform 
closure of the set lscx>} by adjoining to it the set of all functions 
which can be uniformly appro:x:ima.ted by such sums for all values of x. 
We will denote the closure of the set ~s(x>) by H ~s(x) 1 . !he 
function f(x) is a member of H \.s<x>1 , then, if and only if given 
a:rr,- E: > 0 there is an s(x) such that \ f(x) - s(:x:)\(.. f for all .x. 
If we attempt to cha:ra.cterize the structure of H \_s(x)l we find that 
almost periodicity is precisely the structural property of this set 
-3-
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-for which we are looking. That is, the class of all almost periodic 
functions is precisely the set H [ s(.x,)) , a.s is shown in the next 
section. \ \ 
The aim of this paper will be to discuss the classical theory of 
almost periodic functions in which only uniformly continuous functions 
of one real variable are considered. The major part of this theory 
was first developed by Harold :Bohr [ 4]. It will then be shown how the 
major results of the classical theory can be extended to functions 
defined on a topological group. We Will see in particular that Bohr's 
fundamental theorem is still valid and that when we consider the almost 
periodic functions on the group of real numbers under addition, there 
are almost periodic functions other than the ones defined by the classical 
theory, i.e. there are non-continuous almost periodic functions. '!'his 
theory of almost periodic functions defined on an arbitrary group was 
first developed by J. von Ne11m.nn [lo]. 
The final section of the paper deals with the interesting topic 
of Bohr Compactifications. This subject, first developed by Bohr, reveals 
an isomorphism, both algebraic and topological. between the class of 
all almost periodic f11nctions on a group H and the class of all bounded 
continuous functions defined on a group G, whe:r.e G is the Bohr Compact-
ification of H. 
For a more complete bibliography on the subject of almost periodic 
functions the reader is referred to [9]• 
) 
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CLASS! CAI, ~HIDRY 
y 
In the following discussion we will restrict ourselves to the 
consideration of uniformly continuous functions f(x), - OO<X-' oo, 
which will be, in general, complex valued functions of a real variable 
X• ~efore we explicitly define an almost periodic function in the 
classical sense we will investigate the properties of the translation 
numbers • 
1 If f (x) is a complex valued function of the real variable x, then 
the real number -r is a translation number of f(x) corresponding to E 
if 
\ f(x + "'t ) - f{x)\ (. E: 
' 
• 
The set of translation numbers /~f f{x) corresponding to €- will be 
denoted E(E: ;f(x)). It is clear from this definition that if e-' ~ E: , {> 
then E( E ;f(:x:))C E( E:- 1 ;f(x)). Furthermore, if -Ce E(E: ;f(x)) then 
-TE. E(E. ;f(x)) a.nd 
E(E 1 ;f)+ E(e 2;f) = E(E. 1 ;f) - E(E: 2;f) = E(e 1 + E 2;£) 
where E(f 1 ;~ + E(E.. 2 ;f) = ~ 1:. l + L 2/-r:1e E(E 1 ;f).,: 2 ~E( E: 2;f)1 • 
The latter follows from the fact that if 'T 1 &-E(~ 1 ;f) and '"C 2 ~E(~ 2;f), 
then 
. ..... 
or \r(:z: +,: 1 +,: 2> - f(x)\<. E: l + E- 2 • 
With these facts in mind we proceed to the classical definition 
of a uniformly almost periodic function. A set is relatively dense if 
it has no arbitrarily large gaps. That is, if E(6 ;f) is relatively 
dense then there is an integer N >Osuch that every interval of 
-5-
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length N contains at l~ast one translation number -C E- E(E: ;f) • 
In fact if f(x) is almost periodic, then, for each e :> 0 t~ere is an 
integer L and a number~> O such that each interval ct<.x<a. + L 
contains an interval of length r which consists entirely of translation 
.; \ . 
numbers of f~x). Now f(x) will be an almost periodic function (a.p.f .) 
if 1 t is continuous for all :x: and given any e > O there exists a 
relatively dense set of translation numbers of f(x) corresponding to e • 
·, 
It is of interest to note that any a.p.f. is bounded and'uniformly 
t ! .. -" 
continuous for all x. To see this we observe that since f{x) is continuous 
for all x, on any interval [ 0, a 1 it must be bounded. That is, 
\ f (x) \ {;: M for x E- [o, a] • For each x, - oo ~ :x: .(.. oo there is a 
L · e E(l;f(x)) such that x + T belongs to [o,a-) _. Hence \f(x +T )\ ~ M 
and \ f (x + "C )- f (x) \ !: 1. Hence 
~ 
\f(x)\ ~ \ f(x + r >\ +\f(x)- f(x + ,:- ) \ 
\f (x) \ ~ M + 1 • 
Thus f(x) is bounded. A similar argument shows f(x) is uniformly 
continuous. 
The class of all uniformly a.p.f. 1 s is a subaigebra of the algebra 
of all bounded continuous functions. This is evident from the following 
· facts: If f(x) and g(x) are any two a.p. functions, then 
1) f (x) :t g{x) 
2) f.(x) g(x) 
J) cf(:x:) 
are als<",alrnost period..i.c... 1-N ad~~tlot-1 
' . 
4) f(x) and 
S) \f(x)\ 
-6-
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are a.p. functions. 
Proof: To prove (1) we choose, for any ~ > 0, a.n element 
common to E( E: /2;f(x)) and E( E: /2;g(x)). Then I f(x + ,:- )+- g(x + -C) 
- f(x) - g(x.) I ~ I f(:x + "C') - f(x)\ + \ g(:x: + "C' ) - g(x) \ ~ 1/2 (:: + 
1/2~ = e,. and hence -r E E( '- ;f(x) + g(x)). This implies that 
E( 6 ;f(:x:) + g(x)) ::>S where S is the set of all T common to both 
E( ~ /2;f(x)) and E( , /2;g(x)). That such a ,: exists is not iDDJ1ediately 
obvious, but the interested reader can find proof of this in reference 
[J] , page 5• But S is relatively dense. Hence E( E; f(x) + g(x)) is 
relatively dense and therefore f(x) + g(x) is an a.p.f. That f(x) - g{x) 
is an a.p.f. follows from the fact that f(x) - g(x) = f(x) + [ -g{x)) 
and part (3) of this theorem. 
\ 
. The proof of (J) follows from part (2) which I Will now prove. 
For any E '> 0, we have 
\ lf (x + l: )] 2- ~(xi) 2\= \t(:x: + T ) + f(-xl\ \ f(x + L ) - f(x.) \ 
~ 2 MG 
where M = 1\· b. 
- oOi<. x< CJO 
\ f(x)\. Hence E( ~ ;f{x)) C E{e,; [t(-xl] 2) and 
thus lt(x)J 2 is an a.p.:f'. Now observe that f(x) g(x) = 1/4 lf(x) + g(x)] 2 
- 1/4 [ f(x) - g(x)] 2 which, from the above ar~ent and pa.rt (1) • is 
seen to be an a.p.f. {{ } 
Part (4) is clear. 
Pa.rt (5) follows from the £act that \ \ f (x + T )\ - \t(:x:) \\ ~ 
\r(x + T ) - f(x) \ • Hence E( ~ ;f{x)) C: E( E:-; f(x) ) • 
Under the norm }If\\ = sup\f \ the set of a.11 uniformly a.p. function~ 
under the operations of addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication 
constitutes a Banach Algebra l6]. We will see later that this class of 
• 
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all ,1niformly a.p. functions has some rather interesting topological 
parallels to the class of all bounded continuous functions. 
If l_fn(:x:)1 is a sequence of a..:p.f. which converges uniformly to 
f(x), -oa <- x<. -=-0 , then f(x) is uniformly a.p. This follows very simply 
if we note that given B ny 'E:- :> O a.nd any r E E ( f /J;fm(:x:)) where m 
is sufficiently large, 
+ \f'm(x) - f(x) \ ~ ~ , 
and thus E ( 1/'J ~f'm(:x:)) C:. E ( E tf(x)) which is relatively dense \) ]. 
Now since any periodic function is an a.p. £unction, any finite 
k i '/\nx ·-
sum ~ ~e of periodic functions where an is a complex constant 
n=l 
and )\n a real number is an a.p. function. Hence if the series 
ao i ~nx 
~ 1~e converges uniformly, then its sequence of partial sums 
-
converges uniformly and thus the series converges to an a..p.f. We 
have the important resul. t then, that any uniformly convergent series 
(SJ i "/\ n:'-
La e is an a.p.f. Observe that this implies that any complex n=l n 
valued function f(x) of a real variable x which can be uniformly 
k i ~ JC 
approxima.ted for all :x: by finite s11ms of the form s(x) = I; a e n 
n=l n 
is an a.p.f. 
~ .---
We now show that the class H (s(:x:)) is precisely the class of all 
11niformly a.p. functions. First we Will discuss the Fourier representations 
of a.p.f.•s. To this end we define the mean of an a.p.f., denoted 
M &<x>1 , as 
ii 
lim l ) f(x)dx 
!l!~+oo o 
-8-
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In general this limit does not exist for all functions, bu.t in the 
case where f(:x;) is an a..p.f. M (t<x>l always exists and is unique [3 ). 
llow given any a.p.f.f(x) we. ask the question can we find constants 
· ·· i 1'1:x: 1 A)! 
a1, •.. •81.t and periodic functions e , ••• , e corresponding to a 
I 00 i ~nx I given E > o such that f(x) - ~lane <- E- for all x. 
That is, can f(x) be uniformly approximated by finite s11ms s(x)? 
.As a first step in the direction of answering this question we shall 
examine the equation of approximation in the mean. First we note, 
-i~X -i~X 
however, that since e · is periodic, f(x) e . is an a.p. function. 
\. [ -i )\x) Hence a(,,) = M f {x) e j exists. 
Theorem: Let f( x) be an a. P• function, 81 • ..• , 81c arbi traey complex 
numbers, and 'A 1•. •., A k arbitrary real numbers. Then 
k 2 
+ E \ a - a(~ ) I 
n=:1 n n: 
(Equation (1) is called the equation cf approximation in the 
mean.) 
Proof: 
·t k _ -i ~ nx k i )\ x · 
= M f(x)f(x}- I f(x)a e - ~ f(x)a e n 
~l n n=l n 
.-1 
-9-
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Now we naturally wish to consider which complex constants 
81_• • •• , 8k will mke the right hand side of this equation the smallest, 
k i~nx 
for this choice will m.ke s(x) = 1: a.ne the best approximation of 
n=l 
f(x) for the given set of real numbers f\ 1, ••• • ~ k • Clearly if we 
( i?\mx) 
choose Sm= a()\ 'ft = Ml f(:x:) e 5 , the right side of the equation 
is minimized. Tba.t is, 
Bow since the left hand side of this equation is the Mean value of a 
non-negative a.p.f., it is necessarily ~ o. Thus 
k 2 
- I \ a( ~ ) \ 2. 0 
n=l n 
or 
• 
k 2 ~ E \a.( nJ \ 
n=l 
-10-
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Observe that 'Ai• i = 1, ••• ,k is an arbitrary set of re~l numbers and 
since M ~ \f(x) \ 21 is the mean of a non-negative a.p.f., we have that 
k 
l: \ a.( '/\ n> \2 is boi,nded for a.11 k and aw choice of the real numbers • 
n=l 
:rrom this we can conclude that there --exists at most a countall7 
infinite set of real munbers A such that a(A ) 4 o. 
We will denote each An such that a(?\J :/: 0 for a given a.p.f• '\ 
as h..n• i.e. h.n = "/\n if a( I\J =/: o. Hence each ~n =i O and from 
the above argument there are at most a countally inf'inite set of them 
. 
. ih.r,. 
associated With a given a..p.f • .For each n let An= a(h.J = M [t(x)e S. 
For any a.p.f. f(x) we call the real numbers h. 1• /\.2, ••• associated 
with it Fourier exponents and the corresponding n'Wllbers .A.i,A2, ••• ~ i~~ Jouriet coefficients of the function f(x). The series IAue "--f(x) 
will be the Fourier series associated with f(x). From the above 
discussion, then, we can conclude that the Bessel inequality, 
l: l~\2 S.. M (\f(:x:)\ 2}, is valid for any a.p.f. 
Hence for any a.p.f. f(x), there is a corresponding Fourier 
representation. But does every a.p.f. equal its Fourier series identicall7? 
It is not difficult to prove that if an almost periodic function 
o() i ~n:x: 
f(x) = I: 8n_0 , then this series coincides vi th the Fourier series 
n=l 
~ i~~ i of f(x). Ve must prove that if I: An_e ~f(x) is the Fourier series 11;::l 
of f (x) , then 
.,/ 
_,,;· 
,. 
/ ·•.· 
:;_, ~ 
_.,.,,· 
.. ,.,.-
''tJ. 
'l!hat is, the Fourier ,·'..series of f(x) is _idt,~tical to f(x) if and only 
if 
,f 
,· 
/ 
· -11-
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·• 
1.e. if and only if Pa.rseval•s equation is valid. This is the fundamental 
theorem of Bohr's classical. development of the subject. Namely, for 
any a.p.f. f(x), Parse-val' s equation is valid. 
In its original form, ~ohr's proof of the fundamental theorem 
was quite lengthy. The basic idea is to reduce this general case to 
the special case of a ~y periodi~ function t,{x) of period T 
which is identical to the, a.p.f. f(x) in the interval O <. x <T • It 
is well known that Parseval 's equation holds in the case of purely 
periodic functions. Difficulties arise in the proof when we carry 
out the limiting process to prove validity of Parseval•s equation for 
f (x) on the entire real line [3]. 
As a consequence theorem we have two important 
resuJ.ts. The first is the question of uniqueness. We know that if 
two a.p.f. 1s have the same Fourier series then the two functions are 
identical. This follows from the fact that the difference of the two 
functions is an a.p.f. with zero Fourier series. Secondly we note 
i h.nX that if f(x) is an a.p.f. with the unique Fourier series t Ane 
than this series is an a.p.f. say g(x). Since g(x) and f(.x) have the 
same Fourier series. by uniqueness g(x) = f(.x:). Thus we can conclude 
that every a.p.f. f{x) has a unique Fourier series of the form 1y 
t ~e and in fact f(x) is identically equal to its Fourier series. 
Hence we have completely answered our original question. Every a.p.f. 
oO i hnX 
is of the form L An_e , which is, a uniformly convergent series, 
n=l k i }\ X 
and conversely, any trigonometric sum s{x) = Z ane n is an a.p. 
n=l 
function. In Clther words the class of all 1llliformly- almost periodic 
functions is identical to the set H ls<:x:>1 . 
-12-
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LIMIT PERIODIC FUNCTIONS 
Now·that wa have established the major result of the classical 
theory we wish to examine other closely related topics. From the basic 
properties of a.p. functions we know that any finite trigonometric 
polynomial is an a.p.f. and hence any 11niform l.imit of finite trigonometric 
polynomials is also a.p. The converse of this fact which is also tru.e 
is g1 ven by the 
... 
00 
i~x 
Approximation theorem: For any uniformly a.p.f. f(x} ,.... :E ~e _ n, 
n=l 
and any ~ > 0 there exists a trigonometric polynomial P(x) whose 
exponents are Fourier exponents of f(x) such that \ f(x) - P(x) \ < E 
for all x. 
The Approximation theorem is equivalent to the Fi,ndamental 
theorem. In its original form it was first proven by Bohr. Later proofs 
of this theorem were given bys. Bochner and H. Weyl. Weyl 1s proof gives 
the error involved in the approximation. while Bochner in his proof 
develops an algorithm for the polynomial approximation. For a more 
detailed discussion of the processes involved the reader is referred 
to L31· 
On the basis of this approXimation the,orem we now wish to study a 
class of uniformly a.p. functions called limit periodic functions. A 
.function is a limit periodic function if it is the limit of a ,,nif ormly 
convergent sequence of continuous purely periodic f)mctions. Clearly a 
limit periodic f.unct·ion is an almost periodic function. The converse 
of this statement, however, is false, for suppose the a.p.f. 
_ , ~ i h.nx 
£·~) = L Aue is such that the ratio of Jany pair of its Fourier 
f .· n=l 
./;"- exponents h. 1/ /\..j is rational. If this is the case we can write 
-13-
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h.n = r'nk, n = 1,2, ••• and all of the ·rn are rational. By the 
Approximtion theorem we lmow that there eicists a sequence of 
m i rnla: 
trigonometric polynomials sm(x) = t ~ e which is uniforml.7 
conve,rgent to f(:x:). :But since r n is rational for all n, each sm(x) 
is a purely periodic function. Conversely-, it can be shown that the 
... 
Fourier series of any limit periodic function f(x) is of the form 
i r'n_lct 
f(x) ""l: An.e where all the I" n are rational \) 1- Hence the class 
of all limit periodic functions is equivalent to the class of all 
uniformly a.p. functions whose Fourier coefficients are all ratioDAl 
mu1 tiples of the same number. The class of limit periodic functions, then, 
is properly contained in the class of all a.p.f. 
The classical theory of a.p. functions opened a new avenue for 
the study of certain trigonometric series, namely: the study of those 
trigonometric series which represent a.p. functions. Yet we would 
like to determine just which trigonometric series a.re a.p. functions. 
In this regard a partial answer is given by the 
Riesz-Fisher theorem: A trigonometric series 
Fourier series of a.n a..p.f. provided the series l: \An1 2 is convergent.[31 
-14-
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.ALMOST PERIODIC FUNCTIONS ON GROUPS 
In order to generalize the classical theory of a.p. functions we 
will now consider functions defined on a topological group. Hence let 
-G be a topological group with elements a.b,c, ••• and let f(x) be a 
ooi,nded complex valued function defined on G. f(x) is called left 
almost ~eriodic (right almost periodic) if Lf(~). where Lf is the 
- ~ .... ~ set of all functions f(ax) (f(xa)), a a parameter ranging over G, is compact 
in the uniform topology on the bo11nded functions, B(G). defined on G •. Lr is conditionally compact if every sequence of functions from~ 
contains a uniformly convergent subsequence. Hence an alternative 
definition is, f(x) is left almost perio~ic if Lf is conditionally 
compact. Now. f(x) is called a.n almost periodic function if it is both,_ 
left and right almost periodic. 
As in the classical theory it is quite easily established tbat the 
set of all almost periodic functions on a topological group G ,,nder 
i', 
ad.di tion and nml tiplication is an algebra, 1. e. if f(x) and g(x) defined 
on G are a.p. functions, then f(x): g(x), f(x) g(x) and af(x) (a. a complex 
constant) are a.p. functions. Also it is easily shown that f (xa), f(ax) 
and f(x) are a.p. functions. 
In order to continue our development of the general theory of a.p. 
functions we will have to define the notion of a mean. Since we are now 
concerned with functions defined on a topological group, Bohr• s classical 
l ST definition using the integral ! f (:x:) dx is no longer applicable. This 
0 
then is the mjor obstable in extending the theory of a.p. functions. 
The credit for solving this problem goes to J. von Ne-nmann. It is his 
. 
definition that we now wish to e:xB.mine. First, ~owever, it is necessary 
,. 
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• 
to discuss the convex hull of a set of functions and some related 
• I 
results. At this time I should also mention that the reader can find 
the omitted proofs of certain theorems of this section in reference [10]. 
Let F be a set of functions defined on G. Then the set of functions 
of the form 
where f 1, f 2 •••• , f'n J and o.i,~2 •••• • CS:n. are non-negative real numbers 
such that a.1 + a.2 + ••• + CSn. = 1 Will be called the convex hull of F. 
The convex hull of F will be denoted C0 (f). Clearly F, C0 (F)., Hence 
if' C0 (F) is conditionally compact, then so is F. !he converse of this 
str.tement is also true, which is easily verified. Thus F is conditiona.J.ly . 
compact if and only if C0 (F) is conditionally compact. fhe importance 
of the convex hull is brought out by the following fact when considered 
in the light of the definition of the mean which I will state shortly-. 
!Tamely, if f(x) is an a.p. function it can be :proved that for some 
sequence of functions from C0 (llf), this sequence is ,m,iformly convergent 
to a real constant A. 
,, 
Definition: If there is a real number A such that A can be ,,niformly 
approximated by functions f'rom C0 (Rr) [c 0 (Lf)], then A is called a. right 
mean (left mean) of f(x). That is, given any E- > O there are functions 
f 1,f'2.• • •. ,fn E- Jir and non-negative real numbers ~1,~ •••• ,Cl.zi. such 
that a.1 + az + ••• + ~ = 1 and lc;_f(~) + ••• + a.nf(aj - A\<. E 
for all x ~ G. 
!his ~efini tion leads us to the very important theorem due to von 
llenrna.nn Lio] : If f{x) is an a.p. function, then it has a unique 
left and right mean and these are eq,1al. (We shall denote this unique 
-16-
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mean as M.r.f ( x) • ) 
Proof: From the above discussion we Im.ow that the ::.eft and ~:right 
' 
mean of f(x) exist and therefore denote them A and B respectivelya. 
Thus it suffices to show A= :a. From our definition ire know that 
given any E. > Q: there are non-negative. real n1.llllbers m1, ••••<In• 
~1••••,am and elements a1,····8n; b1····•bm £ C,. such that ~l + ••• 
+ Bn, = 1, ~l + ••• + ~m = 1 and 
If in the first inequa11t1 we let x = xb1, xb2 ••••• xbm in succession 
and add, we get 
or 
m 
Similarly setting x = a1x •••• ,snx in the seeon~ inequality and ad.dill& 
we get 
Therefore if we add these last two inequali tie~ we get \A - ::e \ < 2 E: • 
:But E: is arbitrary. Hence A = :a. 
Thus for any a.p. function defined, on a group, G, we have defined 
the mean of this function in such a way that it is unique. Now if 
-17-
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' f(x) and g(x) are almost periodic functions on G and a is a complex 
constant the following basic properties of the mean are not difficult 
to prove: 
1) M.x: a,f { x) = <lMxf ( %) 
2) Mx f(x)! g(x) == M:rf(x) ± iy(%) 
3) Mz 1 = 1 
4) If f(x) is real valued and f(x) ~ O for x 6 G, then Mgf(x) ~- o. 
0 Furthermore if f(x) =i O and f(x) ?. O, then Mxf (x) > o. 
5) \ 14.z:f(:x:) \ ~ M.x:\ f(:x;)\ 
6) M_xf(x) :: Mxf (x) 
7) y(m) = Mxf (ax) = Mxf (x) 
8) M:x:f(:x:-1) == M:x:f (x) • 
It is interesting to note that not only does the definition of the 
mean imply the above properties, but the eight properties listed above 
uniquely determine the mean. In fact we can prove the interesting 
theorem: Properties 1-4 and 7 uniquely detennine Mxf(x) as defined. 
I 
Proof: Let Mxf{x) be a functional defined for all a.p. functions 
!(x) on G and satisfying properties 1-4. and 7 above. !fhan given a:tf3' 
a.p. function f(x) there are real numbers a,_,~, •.• , ~ and elements 
~· a2, ••• , an for a given ~ > 0 such that 
,, 
•.. ,.,.,,_ .. ,,,.,i.:,,· 
"'""t:-1 •• 
liow since M_rf (x) and E: are real numbers, by properties 1 and J, 
~(Mx£(x)) = 1f:x_f(:x:) and ~C!: == E: • Hence 
-18-
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Mx_f(x) - 6 < C1J_ M.xf (:r.&i) + ••• + °'nMxf ("ZAn) 4 Mxf(x} + E • 
I 
Thus Mxf(x}- (:. < {cs1 + ~ + ••• + e1n) Mxf(x) ~ Mxf (x) + ~ , which implies 
Mxf (x) - E- < *(x) ~. M:x:f (x} + (:. . Since ~ is arbi tra.ry Mxf (x) S *(x) . 
Hence we have the result that this new definition of the mean of 
an a.p.f. is the only definition which will allow us the usual 
properties associated with the mean of a function. If G is the group 
of all real numbers under addition, then the above theorem says that 
T 
Bohr's original definition of the mean as lim -T1 5 f(x)dx is the 
T ... oo 
0 
only way to define the mean of a continuous function so as to preserve 
the above properties. Thus we have succeeded in mastering the major 
problem in extending the theory of a.p. functions. We can now proceed 
to the important theory of linear representations of G and their 
"" application.$ to the major results in the theory of a.p. functions on 
a group. 
Let G be an arbitrary group. The map D( a) : :a8 -+ B8 will be called 
a representation of G of degree s if and only if D(l) == I and 
D(ab) = D(a)D(b) for each a, b (: G. Two representations of G. D(a) 
and D1 (a), will be called equivalent if they are both of the same 
degree and if there is a aqua.re ma-true X such that r 1D( a) X = D 1 ( a) • 
S· S Also D(a): R ~ B Will be called reducible if there is som.e subspace 
S c. R8 , S =,. ¢, R8 , such that .D(a) Sc S for all a e: G. Now in order to 
develop our theory it will be necessary to restrict au.rs elves to those 
representations known as normal representations. A representation D(a) 
of G will be call~d normal if it satisfies one of the fallowing 
-19-
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equivalent conditions« 
1) D(a) is equivalent to a unitary representation. 
, 2) All the elements D1j(a) ·of D(a) are bounded. 
3) All the elements D1j(a) of D(a) are a.p. functions. 
That such a unitary representation e:x:ists for any group G is 
clear, for ]l)(a) = I for all a&. G is a unitary matrix. 
In the classical theory of a.p. functions we saw that a:ny a.p.f. 
i~ X 
can be written as ~e n for a certain choice of h..n· The periodic 
ih..nx 
functions e · are orthogonal. That is, 
i h. .x -i ~ :x 
e J e kd:x:=0 for all j =/: k .. · 
With such orthogonal representations as this we have that the product 
.~ .. / 
i ~ .:X: i h.0 i( h. .+ h]d X 
of any two is a function of the same type, i.e. e J e = e J • 
We get analogous results for the normal representations of a group 
G. First however we need the following 
Definition: If f(x) and g(x) are two a.p. functions defined on 
a group G, then we define a multiplication (*) of these two functions 
as follows, 
We def.ine the norm of f, N£ = (Mx l f(x)l 2 ) 1/ 2 • llTote that (1£) 2 = f*f'(i-1) / 
for f•f-1(1) = M:x:trcxi-1)f(x) ]= J4x \f(x)\ 2 • Furthermore it man/// 
. 
/ 
be shown that if f =/: O, Nf > O; N(at) = allf; N(~g) ~ Nf + N~.-/_.,. 
ll(f•g) = (Nf) (Ng) ; Mxf (x) , !Tf and \f*g(x) \ ~ (Nf) __ (Jg)·: 
,, 
? 
With these definitions in mind, I will ~tate without proof the 
ma.in facts about orthogonal representations [10] o Suppose D(a) and 
1 • 
E{a) are two completely irreducible normal representations of degree 
··~. 
-20-
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sand t respectively. If D{a) is not equivalent to E(a), then 
D1j • ~l (x) = O for all i, j = 1, ••• , s, 
k, 1 . = 1, • • • t t. 
· Furthermore 
' 
j=k 
• 
We wish, howe~er, to be even more explicit about the representations 
of G of degree s. In other words we wish to choose a O representative" 
.from each class of equivalent irre4µcible norma..1 representations of G. 
We can do this in the following manner. If I is the set of all 
irreducible normal representations of G, we will let€., be the subset 
of I which consists of all representations of G equivalent to a given 
element in r. Hence t £1 will be the set of equivalence classes 
of l• Let C = l£1 be the set of all such equivalence classes. Now we 
know that every normal representation is equivalent to a unitari· 
representation, hence from every class £. we can select one su:;h 
unitary representation, denoted D(a; £.) or s~ly D( £), called the 
representative of c_ of degree s( C, ) .. Hence from the discussion of 
the previous pai-agraph it is clear that for the a..p. functions 
1/s( E..) Pi ( e_) ~ 
0 t 
• ·I Since D( l;e) = I, we get 
j = k, t == {) 
L =i () or j =/: k. 
1/s( c.) 
0 
,£.=O andi=l, j=k 
.· 
, e_ :/: ~ or i f 1 , j =,. k • 
-21- · 
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Thus we have the important result that for any group G, the a.p. 
functions 
' . / 
' 
form an orthonormal system. Ve will now see that using this orthonormal 
system.of a.p. functions we can develop expansion theorems analogous * ·' 
to the classical case; i.e. Bessel's inequality, Parseva.l's equation 
and the appro~mation theorem. That is to say that the a.p. functions 
{ i~~ s(l) n1j(x;C::) are the emct analogues of the functions e 
in the classical theory. Thus the natural thing to do now is to develop 
analogues to the finite sum s{x) in the classical theory and see how 
these lead us in the very same way as in the classical theory to Bessel's 
inequality. 
Definition: Let f(x) be an a.p. function defined on 0. We call 
the com.plex numb.ere 
expansion coefficients. The matrices 
will be called expansion matrices. 
Note the similarity between these expansion coefficients of an 
a.p. function on G and the Fourier coefficients of the classical 
' uniformly a.p. functions. 
!rb.ese expansion matrices possess just the properties we would 
expect of them. That is, if f and g are a.p. functions on G andi(~) 
,..., 
and ~{£) are corresponding expansion ma.trices, than 
1) The expansion matrices of f ! g are m(C::) °tic e> · 
. 2) The expansion matrices of cf(c complex) are C <i( ~) • 
-22-
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J) The expansion matrices of f{x:1) are ~(e_) •. 
4) The expansion matrices of f(x)g(x) are'cl(C race> . 
With this definition we can now state and prove a theorem analogous 
to the theorem of approximation in the mean. 
n s(£wl 
Theorem: If g(x) = L s(f..,) L a.1/e,)Dij(xi£), i.t=l i, j::l . 
then 
s( C:,) 
2 2 n 2 ( N [f - g1) -= ( Nf) - L s ( l ) L ' Cl . ( £.) \ + 
W=l i, j=l iJ I" 
Note g{x) is an a. P• function on G. 
Proof: The proof of the theorem uses the exact same calculation 
as in the classical case. 
{N[! - gl) 2 = ~ Or<x> - g(x)l 2 ] = M.z:(f(x) - g(x))(f(x) - g(x)) • 
s( t. ) 
n · w 
= (N:t') 2 - L s([,) L a.-1-r·j-(t:-,)-M_x[t(x)Di .(:x::l:...w)] W=l i,j::1 J 
-23-
Hence 
If g{:x:) is an attempt at appro.xjma.ting the a..p. function f(x) 
one would naturally ask, what choice of the coefficients Cl.j_j( e..,) 
will make the norm of the difference f(x) - g(.x) a minimum. From the 
above theorem, this choice DI11St be Bj,j( E.w> = Clij( £.). Hence given an 
a.p. function f(x) defined on t.he group G, for the given set of normal 
orthogonal representatives D(x; c,), w = 1, ••• , n, the aggregate of 
such functions g(.x) will be an approximation of the a.p. function f(x) 
and the approximation will be best when the coefficients of the D(x;E.,) 
in g(x) are the expansion coefficients of f(x) i.e. when 
-- , n s ( l. ,) 2 
[N(f - g)]2 = (Nf) 2 - E s(t.) E \ "&i .( £.) \ 
li=l i, j=l J 
.... 
Since the left side of this expression is obviously positive, there is 
an ~ -;.. 0 such that 
s( f.,) 
2 n \2 (Nf) - l: s ( E:. .,) E \ 'ii ( £,) · 
W=l i,j=l ij 
-24-
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for all x e G. Hencp since Nf is finite, this implies that there 
are at most countally -infinite 8.. 1 s for which 'a(€.) ~ o. Thus we conclude 
lt 
that for an a.p.f. defined on G, Bessel's inequality holds, i.e. 
a.nd the series on the right always converges. since it is boi,nded by 
the constant (Nf) 2 a is positive with a monotone non-decreasing sequence 
of partial sums. 
We also have Parseva.1 1 a equation: If f and g have the corresponding 
expansion matrices~( C:) and i, c) t then Mx [_f (x) g(x) ] = 
ts 
s(£) 
ts(€.) !: ~.j(l)~ij(€.) ,[JD]. ~ . . 1 1 c.. 1, J= 
We have now generalized the theory of a.p. functions to an arbitrary 
topological group in such a manner as to preserve the major resuJ.ts of the 
classical theory. The Approximation theorem is also valid in our 
generalized theory l101. That is. given any a.p.f. defined on G and any 
' ~ '> 0 there exists a finite linear combination h(.x) of a.p. functions 
DijCx; ) such that \f(x) - h(x)\ <. E: for all x E: G. Thus we still have 
the very strong result which we had in the classic.al theory: the class of 
all a.~. functions defined on G in precisely the class H £h(:x:} 1 , i.e. 
the class of all functions which can be unif9rmly approximated by 
. n Stc.wJ 
functions h(x) of the form h(x) = t s( C.,). ~ <i1/ l)D1/x; f.w)' 
'W=l 1, j=l 
where '4j are the expansion coefficients of f (x) corresponding to the 
representative l w • 
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Suppose that G is the group of all real numbers 11nder ad.di tion and 
let us assume that G has the dlsc.rcte. topoloe?7 associated with the real 
line. Then we want to see just what the a.p. functions will be on G 
, . 11nder our general definition an~ further we wish to find out if these ;. 
are just the classical a.p. functions or if there are others. In particular, 
does our generalized theory now indicate the existence of discontinuous 
a.p. functions? 
Since the group of all real numbers 11nder ad.di tion, which I will 
henceforth denote }4, is an abelian group, it foll~ws that for a:ny two 
representatives 
D{a;e)D(b; €.) = D(ab;t) = D{ba; t) = D(b;e)D(a;€) • 
But these representatives are by definition irreducible. It is well 
known that irreducible representations of an abelian group are of degree 
1, D(a.€_) = 11_1(a,e). Denote D(a;e.) by \il(a). Then since D(a;E_) is a 
unitary representation, 
~(a)~(b) = ~(a+ b) and l~(a)\ = 1 . 
Hence we wish to determine explicitly which functions satisfy the above 
equations. In order to do this we must introduce a rational linear basis 
for the set of real numbers. In other words we must choose a set 13 of 
numbers such that for any real number a, there are elements b1, b2, ••• , 
bn E B and rational numbers a,1, ... •Bn. all unequal to zero, such that 
a= a.1 bi + ~b2 + • •• + Gnbn and this representation of a by elements 
of B is unique. Now for each a E R define 
(a) 
T'"' (b) = 
~, for b = bm, m = 1, ••• ,n 
0 • for b =/: }lm , m = 1, ••• , n 
-26-
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Clea.:tly T'(8ib) is rational for a.11 a ~ R a.nd b E B. Note that ~ince 
' 
l 
\ 
a is 11niquely represented as a = ~ b1 + ~b2 + • •• + °'nbn we have 
a = r'(a) (b1) bi + ~(a.) (bz) b2 + • • • + T'(a.) (bJ bn 
and bi =/: O for a finite munber of b1 e- ]. 
Thus 
and 
, (ar+-a•) (a+a•)= I: r (b)b or 
beB 
l: f'(en-a.•) (b)b = l: r'(a.) (b) + t1-a') (b) b 
bE::13 b~] 
Now if we let S'(a) = 1T ~( T'(a) (b)) 
. b ~] 
21T ~ mi 
where ;b(a•) = e n 1 
man integer, a• = m, , a rational number, and ~ n is defined by 
n. 
(n + 1) l\ = 'A (mod 1) , n = 1, 2, • • • • Then n n 
= lT\¢-b( c) \ , c rational 
bt! B 
= 1T (1) = 1 
bE:,,B 
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\. 
= ¢(a+ a•) . 
These, then, are the representations we seek. Now it is of interest 
to note which of these a.p. functions¢ are Lebesque measurable. It can 
be shown that ~ is Lebesque measurable if and only if it is of the form 
9(a) = e2,r"/\ ai • ~ real, [ see reterence 10, page 479, footnote], Now 
any continuous function on R+ is measurable. and there?ore every 
, 21T~ai 
continuous a.p.f. is of the form e , real. Conversely each 
21T~ ai 
;(a) = e is continuous on R+ With the usual topology. Therefore 
we see that any continuous a.p. function on R+ is the limit of some 
sequence of functions which are linear combina.tions of the representatives 
2,r )\ i \. 
e where,.,, is a real number. This then shows that our generalized 
theory includes the classical theory of uniformly a.p. functions as a 
special case. One 'might ask, now, under our general theory do a.p. 
functions exist on R+ which are not continuous? That such a.p. functions . 
exist was proved by Ursell l11). From the above discussion, then,. it 
follows that the discontinuous a.p. functions on R+ are necessarily 
--
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non-measurable. 
We now briefly examine the :problem of how many a.p. functions 
exist n a given topological group G. If Sis a set of £unctions 
defined on G, then S is called an invariant, 11niformly ,closed, linear .. / 
subspace on G if for any f, g S: 
1. f(Jr.a) and f (ax) e- S for all a e. G, i.e. S is invariant. 
2. a.f (x) E S and f(x) ± g(:x) E: S, i.e. S is a subspace. 
; 
. 
., 
3• If for fn E. S such that fn(x) converges 11niformly to f(x)·, 
then f E S, i.e. S is uniformly closed. 
The set of all a.p. functi(!ns on G is an exaxuple of such a sub-
space. 
Two elements a,b E Gare called S-coherent (or coherent, if Sis 
the s:et of all functions defined on G), if they satisfy one of the three 
following equivalent statements: 
1) D(a; l) = D(b; t) for every £., C for which D1/ E..) €. s. 
'\. 
2) D(a) = D{b) for every normal representation for which Dij ~ s. 
J) f(a) = f(b) for every a.p.f. f E s. 
s The set of S-coherent (coherent) elements will be denoted G0 (G0). 
Now. if G~ = 1 , then we call G aud S maxima,1].y almost periodic. 
i.e. if the only element for which f(l) = f(a) is a= 1 for every 
a.::p.f • :f E S, then G and S are m.ximally a.p. On the other hand if 
G~ = G we call G a.nd S minimally almost :geriodic. 
Exa.mining the minimal case first we see that G and S minimally 
a.p. implies that for all a E G and eveey a.p. f ~ S, f(l) = f(a). 
hence the only a.p. functions in Sare the constant functions. An 
example of a minimally a.p. group is the group of all proper motions 
defined in the Euclidean plane Lio]. If G and S are m.ximally a.p. 
-29-
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this implies that if Sis the set of all functions on G, for a:ny 
elements a, b e G there is an a.p.f. f E S such that f(a) =, f(b) • 
llow if G and S are maximally a.p. we can induce a topology on G by 
means of the a.p. functions belonging to S in the following manner. 
Consider all sets N(a), a~ G, where N(a) =[.b/jf1(a) - fi(b)I~ E, 
i = 1,2, ••• ,n and f 1 ,f2, ••• ,fn an arbitrary finite set of a.p. 
functions belonging to S, where ~ > O is ~iven j . Hence we let 
B = [ N(a) /a E G1 be a sub-base for a tO!)ology "Js on G. We ca.11 
J 8 the topology on G induced by s. It can be shown that if we are 
given the group with topology J on G and C represents the set of all 
J continuous fu.nctions on G, then G and Care maxilll:3,lly a.p. and 
Jc= J if: 
1) G is locally compact. 
~~-;.s separable in J . 
. 
3) G with the topolot'?;Y ~ is an abelian group. 
This same thing holds if (1) and (2) above are replaced by the 
condition that G be compact. Therefore we can conclude that the set 
of a.p. functions defined on G is ma,rjJIBl if the above conditions 
are satisfied. 
j 
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BOHR COIIPACTIFIC.A!IONS 
The Bohr Compactification of a topological group G gives us a 
different approach to the study of a.p. functions defined on G. We 
start by considering the locally compact group G with the uniform 
topology. Let A(G) denote the set of all a.p. functions defined on 
G. By definition, then, if f ~ A(G), f is a bounded complex valued 
-function such that Lf• i.e. the uniform closure of all left translates 
of f, is compact. We will fur.ther assume that if f ~ A(G) than f is. 
continuous. Thus it follows that A(G) c C(G) where C(G) is the set of 
all bo,mded continuous complex valued functions defined on G. Moreover 
we may state the 
Theorem: If G is compact, then A(G) = C(G). 
Proof: Clearly A(G) c. C(G). Hence let f (:- C(G). Let £1 ,f2, ••• ,fn' 
••• be any sequence of functions from Lf' i.e. f 1 (x) = f(a1x), • • •, 
fn(x) = f(Snx) where a1•82• • •• ~ G. Since G is compact, the sequence 
a1•82•••• contains a convergent subsequence °hJ.,b2,••• • Hence since 
f is ,1niformly continuous, f(bix) ,f(b2x), •••• f(bn_X) • ••• is a convergent 
subsequence of f 1 ,f2,••• • Therefore f is a.p. and C(G) C.A(G). Thus 
A(G) = C(G). 
We say that the locally compact group G is embedded in the group 
G* if G is algebraically isomorphic to a topological s1:bgroup of G* • 
. . .. . )•_., .. 
l, .... 
Now in the light of the above theorem, it is natural to ask: given 
any locall~ compact group G With the un1form topology, is there a com-
pact group G* such that G can be densely embedded in G* and such that 
f ~ C(G*) implies f\G (: A(G)? This problem wae first soJ.ved by :Bohr. 
I 
He provided a constructive proof that given a locally cOIO,pact group G 
there is a compact group G_a and a ma.p tp: G--. G.J3 such that lp (G) is a 
-31- ,; 
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dense subgroup of °'Band for eve:cy f E- C(G.13), f(t.p (a))~ A;(Gl' for all 
,, 
a, G. G:e is called the Bohr Compactification of o. For details on the 
constra.ction of ~ see [1) and La] • 5 
Hence the importance of the Bohr Compactifications lies in the 
fact that A(G) is algebraically isomorphic with C(G:e) and since the 
map is norm preserving. A(G) is also topologically isomorphic with 
~(G:a). Therefore the study of a.p. functions defined on a locally. 
compact group G is equivalent to the study of the boi,nded continuous 
functions defined on G:e· 
-32-
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· TOPOU>GIC.AL DYNAMICS Am> .ALH>ST PERIODIC J\J.NHIONS 
'ii 
' . . .. ,, 
!he theory of Topological Dyna.m:Jcs gives us another interesting 
approach to the theory of a.p. functions on a group. In particular we ·-· 
Will state Bebutov•s theorem for a.p. £unctions of R+. First, 
however, we will need some definition. 
A topological transformation group is an ordered triple (X, T,rr) 
-·-
where X is a topological space, T is a topological group and ,r: 
Xx T-+X a map such that if n(:x:, t) = x.t, x ~ X, t E !, then: 
1) :x:e = x for all x E. X, · e the identity of T. 
·~ 
2) (xt) s = x( ts) for all x ~ X and s, t ~ T. 
A set A T is called szndetic if T = AK for a compact subset IC c. !. 
Thus if T is the grou:p of integers, then A c T syndetic means in 
particular that A is relatively dense. 
Now x EX will be called an a.p.point of the transformation group 
(X. T,1t) if for every neighborhood U of x, xA. = t .xt /t ~ A 1 C U for 
some syndetic subset A of T. With these definitions we now state ~e 
Theorem of Bebutov: Consider the transformation group (C(R) ,R + ,1t) 
where C {R) is the space of all bo11nded continuous functions on R with 
the open compact topology, lt+ is the additive group of real numbers 
with the usual topolo~ of the reals, and 1T(f(x) ,a) = f(x + .a) for all 
x E R. Then f is an a.p. function if and only if f is an a.p. point 
of the transformation group [_2]. 
-~ 
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